The shocking, must-read, year one season finale is here!

The Witch Within is finally LIVE!! :)

Finally, it’s Jax Stone’s eighteenth birthday,
and she’s yet to get the one gift that she’s
always wanted. In addition, it’s graduation
time at the Paranormal Institute for Witches.
Second-year witches, Libby and Cinder, are
finally graduating, but must first perform
one last graduation project, but they’re
stumped as to how to wow the Great
Witches Council. So of course, the Witch
Squad teams up once again to try and get
Jax what she’s always wanted and to help
Libby and Cinder with their final project!
AND THEN the unexpected happens. A
tragedy befalls one of the most powerful families in Aspen Falls, leaving the
Witch Squad feeling powerless to help.
Now it’s a race against time to figure out if they can make things right
again, but will there be time to help Jax, Libby, and Cinder?

The Witch Within, book 8 in The Witch Squad Cozy Mystery series, is the
shocking conclusion to a family feud that has been decades in the making.
Will Jax get the ending she’s always wanted? Or will a family tragedy nix any
hope she had of ever becoming a witch?
Join the Witch Squad, Reign, Libby and Cinder in the year one season finale
for some highs and lows, laughs, and maybe even a few tears. It’s the book
you don’t want to miss!

Witch, Please! Book #7.5
Before you pick up The Witch Within (Book 8)
have you read Witch, Please!? If you haven't,
be aware that there will be a spoiler in it
about who Linda Habernackle finally chooses.

I was going to include it in the backmatter of

The Witch Within, but Amazon has been
cracking down on authors adding bonus
content in books and I didn't want to raise any
flags. I'll update link on my website as soon as
the book goes live on Amazon.

Join some of my
author friends in
helping pets... all
proceeds go to help
pets!
Have

a

howlingly

good

read

during the dog days of summer
with a dozen cozy mysteries from
Wall Street Journal, USA Today
and Amazon best-selling authors.
Murder lurks in every corner during the dog days of summer. Solve the
mystery as our snoops leash the criminals – at the beach, at the farm, on
the mountain – everywhere! All profits from this pack go to support NO KILL
animal charities! Fetch it now!
Summer Snoops and Cozy Crimes on preorder now for only 99 cents!
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